Comparative randomized study on the efficaciousness of endoscopic bipolar prostate resection versus monopolar resection technique. 3 year follow-up
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Summary

Objective: Transurethral resection of the prostate (TURP) is the current optimal therapy for the relief of bladder outflow obstruction, with subjective and objective success rate of 85 to 90%. Aim of this study was to evaluate efficacy and safety of Plasmakinetic energy (Gyrus electro surgical system), which produces vaporization of tissue immersed in isotonic saline against standard monopolar transurethral resection of the prostate.

Methods: From January 2002 to April 2002, 160 consecutive patients, who had low urinary tract symptoms (LUTS) of benign prostatic hyperplasia (BPH) were enrolled in this study. Patients were randomised to undergo bipolar TURP (80 patients) or monopolar TURP (80 patients). Preoperative work-up was assessed by administering IPSS, IIEF-5 and QoL questionnaires. All patients were submitted to uroflowmetry, transrectal ultrasound (TRUS), post-voidal residual urine measurement and PSA determination. In the two groups, IPSS, IIEF-5 and QoL, uroflowmetry, TRUS, post-voidal residual urine measurement, PSA determination and number of reoperations were evaluated at 1, 3, 6, 12, 18, 24, 30 and 36 months follow up, and then every year. Furthermore, in both groups operative time, resected tissue weight and perioperative complications were analysed. Total postoperative catheter time, total post-operative hospital stay, haemoglobin loss were also recorded in the two groups.

Results: Comparative data on IPSS symptom score, IIEF-5, QoL, PSA, peak urinary flow rate and post-voidal residual urine volume were similar in the two groups but showed a significant improvement respect to baseline values. The postoperative haemoglobin levels, postoperative catheterization time, hospital stay and 3-year overall surgical re-treatment-free rate were significantly better in the bipolar group.

Conclusions: Bipolar TURP has a comparable outcome to standard monopolar TURP at short and medium term regard to subjective and objective outcome measurements. Its impact on bladder outlet function is also similar to that of monopolar TURP. Improvement in IPSS, QoL index, IIEF-5, Qmax and post-voidal residual urine volume were comparable in both group denoting similar efficacy of the techniques.
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resection of the prostate (TURP) during their lifetimes (1). Transurethral resection of the prostate (TURP) is the current optimal therapy for the relief of bladder outflow obstruction, with subjective and objective success rate of 85 to 90% (2). Besides these excellent success rate, bleeding, transurethral resection syndrome, urinary tract infection, retrograde ejaculation and incontinence are the complications associated with the procedure (3). These complications have been estimated to develop in approximately 15% of the patients (4) and they may sometimes be of clinical relevance (5). Contemporary TURP uses a monopolar electrocautery system in which the current passes through the patient’s body: from the active electrode, placed on the resectoscope, towards the return plate, normally placed on the patient’s leg. This has several disadvantages such as a heating of deeper tissue, nervous or muscle stimulation and possible malfunction of cardiac pacemaker (6). Resectoscopes using bipolar electrocautery offer an alternative with active and return electrode placed on the same axis on the resectoscope using high current locally but with limited negative effects at distance. Another risk of standard monopolar TURP is the absorption of hypomolar irrigation fluid causing the TUR syndrome. As bipolar resectoscopes use isotonic saline solution for irrigation, the risk of TUR syndrome is eliminated. The first bipolar device for endourological procedures was the Gyrus device using the bipolar electrocautery to electrovaporize the prostate (7). Aim of this study was to evaluate efficacy and safety of Plasmakinetic energy (Gyrus electro surgical system), which produces vaporisation of tissue immersed in isotonic saline versus standard monopolar transurethral resection of the prostate.

**Materials and Methods**

From January 2002 to April 2002, 160 consecutive patients, with a mean age of 63.34 ± 7.1 years, who had LUTS of BPH were enrolled in this study. Out of them, 80 patients with a mean age of 62.5 ± 6.9 years were randomised to undergo bipolar TURP (Gyrus group) and 80 with a mean age of 64.18 ± 7.2 years to monopolar TURP (Traditional group). All surgical procedures were performed by the same surgeon who was fully trained in bipolar and monopolar TURP. Preoperative work-up included administration of IPSS, IIEF-5 and QoL questionnaires. All patients were submitted to uroflowmetry, transurethral ultrasound (TRUS), post-voidal residual urine measurement and PSA determination. The patients provided informed written consent and were randomized to the traditional or Gyrus group with a schedule balanced in blocks of 4. All patients were operated on within 4 weeks of randomization. Exclusion criteria were patients with documented or suspected prostate cancer, bladder calcui, neurogenic bladder, previous prostate surgery, renal impairment, associated hydrenephrosis and urethral stricture. The instruments (12° Storz 24.5 F resectoscope) and the operative technique were the same of monopolar and bipolar TURP. In the traditional group the monopolar TURP was performed by a Gyrus ACMi generator, with a standard tungsten wire loop using a cutting current of 80 W and coagulating current of 160 W. In this group standard TURP was carried out using irrigation with a mannitol-sorbitol solution. In the bipolar group, TURP was carried out using a Gyrus Plasmakinetic generator and saline irrigation that allowed electric current to complete the circuit without passing through the patient. The Gyrus Plasmakinetic system is a bipolar coaxial system with the active and return electrodes located in the same axis, separated by a ceramic insulator. We performed bipolar TURP with a cutting current of 120 W and coagulating current of 80 W. At the end of the operation a 20 Fr. Duflour catheter was inserted and the bladder was continuously irrigated depending on the amount of postoperative bleeding. All tissue retrieved from each patient was investigated histologically. All patients were operated in peridural anesthesia. Perioperative and postoperative outcomes were evaluated. In both groups operative time, resected tissue weight and perioperative complications were analysed. Total postoperative catheter time, total post-operative hospital stay, haemoglobin loss were also recorded in the two groups. In both groups, IPSS, IIEF-5 and QoL scores, uroflowmetry and TRUS measurements of post-voidal residual urine, PSA determinations and number of reoperations were evaluated at 1, 3, 6, 12, 18, 24, 30 and 36 months. The results were analysed with the use of descriptive statistic and with paired t test and chi-square test to compare the continuous variables and categorical data. Significant differences were considered at p < 0.05. Baseline characteristics, perioperative data and postoperative interim analyses of IPSS symptom scores, peak urinary flow rates and residual volumes in the two groups were compared using the 2-sided Mann-Whitney test. Perioperative and postoperative adverse events were compared with the 2-tailed chi-square test (exact Fisher’s test).

**Results**

Of 160 men 80 each were randomised to monopolar and bipolar TURP. The patient population and their preoperative characteristics are shown in Table 1. There was no statistically significant difference in any parameter between the two groups. The perioperative data are shown in Table 2 and the postoperative data are shown in Table 3. The resection time and the weight of resected prostate tissue were not significantly different in the two groups. Histological examination of the retrieved tissue revealed BPH and varying degrees of prostatitis. Incidental carcinoma of the prostate was found in 7 (4.37%) patients (6 PT1a and 1 PT1b). 5 in the monopolar group and 2 in the bipolar group respectively. Table 3 shows comparative data of IPSS, IIEF-5 and QoL, PSA, peak urinary flow rates and post-void residual urine volumes in the two groups at 1, 3, 6, 12, 24, 30 and 36 months. Compared to baseline there was an highly significant improvement for each parameter at all intervals in each group (p < 0.0001). On the contrary there was no signific-
PVR decreased to 97 ml (SD ± 57.6, p < 0.05). At 3, 6 and 12 months, mean PVR was 81 ml (SD ± 17.6, p < 0.05), 22.5 (SD ± 15.6, p < 0.001) and 10 ml (SD ± 10, p < 0.001), respectively.

The IPSS in the Bipolar group fell from 22.3 (SD ± 3.2) to 12.8 (SD ± 1.2) at 1 month, 5.3 (SD ± 1.4) at 3 months and 5.0 (SD ± 1.2) at 6 months respectively. There was also a significant modification of the QoL score (baseline 3.3), which was 2.3 (p < 0.01) at 1 month, 1.1 (p < 0.001) at 6 months, and 0.9 (p < 0.001) at 12 months (Figure 2). Those results were stable in the following months.

The mean preoperative haemoglobin fell from 14.88 mg/dl (SD ± 0.71) and 14.52 mg/dl (SD ± 0.71) in the monopolar and bipolar group to postoperative values of 10.4 (SD ± 1.2) and 13.6 (SD ± 0.6) respectively.

The postoperative haemoglobin levels were lower in monopolar than bipolar group, and in the monopolar group 3 patients required transfusions. Postoperative bladder irrigation was always stopped on the first postoperative day. Median postoperative catheterization time and hospital stay time were 1 and 2 days in the bipolar group and 2 and 3 days in the monopolar group. Nine patients in monopolar group and none in bipolar group were unable to void after initial removal of the catheter; they need to have the catheter reinserted and were discharged 2 days later. Four patients in monopolar group and one

---

**Table 1.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Preoperative data</th>
<th>Bipolar TURP</th>
<th>Monopolar TURP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age (years)</td>
<td>62.5 ± 6.9</td>
<td>64.18 ± 7.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSA (ng/ml)</td>
<td>2.2 ± 0.5</td>
<td>2.8 ± 1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prostate volume (ml)</td>
<td>47.8 ± 14.6</td>
<td>50 ± 9.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPSS</td>
<td>22.3 ± 3.2</td>
<td>23.4 ± 1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QoL</td>
<td>3.3 ± 2.1</td>
<td>3.0 ± 2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qmax (ml/sec)</td>
<td>8.9 ± 2.9</td>
<td>6.5 ± 4.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PVR</td>
<td>243 ± 241.6</td>
<td>187 ± 195</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IIEF-5</td>
<td>16 ± 3.6</td>
<td>17 ± 2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hb</td>
<td>14.88 ± 0.71</td>
<td>14.52 ± 0.71</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Table 2.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Perioperative data</th>
<th>Bipolar TURP</th>
<th>Monopolar TURP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Resection time (min)</td>
<td>58 ± 14.6</td>
<td>59 ± 18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resected prostate tissue (gr)</td>
<td>30.6 ± 8.6</td>
<td>29.5 ± 7.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hb (gr/dl)</td>
<td>13.6 ± 0.6</td>
<td>10.4 ± 1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time to catheterization (h)</td>
<td>24 ± 12</td>
<td>48 ± 48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hospital stay (h)</td>
<td>48 ± 6</td>
<td>72 ± 48</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Table 3.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Postoperative data</th>
<th>Bipolar TURP</th>
<th>Monopolar TURP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Follow-up (months)</td>
<td>1 3 6 12</td>
<td>1 3 6 12 18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPSS</td>
<td>12.8 5.3</td>
<td>8.7 7.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QoL</td>
<td>2.3 1.7</td>
<td>1.8 1.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qmax</td>
<td>19.7 24.3</td>
<td>21.0 23.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PVR</td>
<td>97 81</td>
<td>75 45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSA</td>
<td>0.55 0.90</td>
<td>0.60 0.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IIEF-5</td>
<td>21 23</td>
<td>20 21</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

Significant difference between the 2 groups for peak flow rate, improvement in IPSS, IIEF-5 and QoL score, PSA modification and post-void residual urine volume at all postoperative follow-up evaluations. Correlations between baseline and change from baseline showed that in each group improvement was more pronounced in patients with more severe preoperative symptoms and micturition impairment. In the bipolar group the Qmax increased from 8.9 ml/sec (SD ± 2.9) preoperatively to 19.7 ml/sec (SD ± 5) after 1 month (p < 0.01). At 3, 6 and 12 months, Qmax increased to 24.3 ml/sec (SD ± 3.2, p < 0.01), 25.2 ml/sec (SD ± 1.2, p < 0.001) and 26.7 (SD ± 2.2, p < 0.001), respectively (Figure 1). In the same group, post-void residual urine volume (PVR) fell down substantially from the preoperative levels. The baseline value was 243 (SD ± 241.6), after removal of the catheter, the mean in bipolar group developed clot retention within 3 weeks from surgery and in the monopolar group other two patients developed haematuria within 1 week from TURP, all required readmission for cystoscopy and continuous bladder irrigation.

In the monopolar group there were two cases of clinically evident TUR syndrome and none in bipolar group. Two patients in the monopolar group and fifteen in the bipolar group had postoperative irritative symptoms, which required occasional anticholinergic therapy. Urinary tract infections developed in two patients in monopolar group and were treated with appropriate antibiotics.

One year after TURP 154 patients (75 in the monopolar and 79 in the bipolar group) were assessed for urinary continence and number of retentions. None patient
had incontinence, whereas in total 12 patients (7.79%), 10 (6.49%) and 2 (1.29%) in the monopolar and in the bipolar group respectively, required to be treated endoscopically for bladder neck contracture after 6 to 11 months postoperatively. After 24 and 36 months no more patients were submitted to retreatment. According to Kaplan-Meier plot, the 3-year overall surgical re-treatment-free rate was 92.5% (Figure 2).

**DISCUSSION**

Benign prostatic hyperplasia (BPH) is a chronic age-related condition, affecting approximately 50% of men older than 50 years, 75% of men older than 70 years and 90% of men older than 80 years (7). For many years open prostatectomy had been the primary treatment option in patients with benign prostatic hyperplasia until it was gradually replaced by transurethral resection of the prostate (TURP). Although TURP is still regarded as the gold standard in patient with BPH, it is associated with significant morbidity rates. Neal et al. (8) reported a 10% morbidity rate in patients submitted to TURP to remove obstruction. In our experience, the tissue ablation with the bipolar device was found to have similar clinical outcome compared to the standard procedure using a monopolar device, but with a significantly reduced bleeding rate.

Furthermore coagulation areas are found to be smaller when the bipolar resectoscope is used, due to the locally limited energy field between the electrodes of the resectoscope in which high power levels are achieved. This high energy field effectively coagulates bleeding vessels at the surface of the resected tissue. Deeper tissue layers are less affected indicating that no energy is wasted to them and distant negative effects, such as deep tissue heating, nervous or muscle stimulation and interfering with cardiac pace-maker, are reduced. The rate of tissue ablation of bipolar resection was comparable to that achieved by a standard resection loop.

In the current study we report the durable effect of bipolar TURP in our study the improvement in micturition and symptom scores were immediate and IPSS, peak urinary flow rates and post-void residual urine volume returned to normal within 1 month postoperatively in each group. In the first postoperative month IPSS, QoL and Q\textsubscript{max} were better in the monopolar group than in the bipolar, but in all subsequent postoperative follow-up examinations were comparable in the 2 groups. At 3 years postoperatively, in the bipolar group, Q\textsubscript{max} increased significantly and post-void residual urine volume and PSA declined.

At 3 year follow up, improvement was significantly maintained for IPSS, IIEF-5 and QoL in both monopolar and bipolar group in comparison to baseline parameters (Figure 3-5), but without statistically significant difference between 2 groups.

Many advantages of bipolar TURP compared with monopolar are related to the haemostatic properties of the first device. Intraoperative blood loss and postoperative bleeding were significantly decreased in bipolar group. No patients treated with bipolar TURP required blood transfusion in contrast to three in the monopolar group. Few investigations have been done on the histopathological changes and the depth of coagulation after bipolar and monopolar TURP. Huang et al. (9) compared the coagulation depth and specimen changes of...
the prostate after bipolar and monopolar transurethral resection of the prostate in a canine model. The results of this study showed that the pathologic changes in the prostate after bipolar and monopolar TURP are similar, but coagulation areas of bipolar TURP are deeper and become thinner early after the operation than those the monopolar TURP. Botto et al. (10) found no significant intraprocedural bleeding in 42 treated patients and Eaton et al. (11) found that no patient required blood transfusion and no patients showed electrolyte disturbances intraprocedurally.

As a consequence of decreased bleeding in bipolar group, postoperative bladder irrigation, catheter time and hospital stay were significantly shorter than after monopolar TURP. Borboroglu et al. (12) recently reported a 0.4% transfusion rate, an average hospital stay of 1.1 days and an average catheter time of 1.4 days after TURP. Passavanti et al. (13) observed in 20 patients submitted to Plasma kinetic resection the possibility to quickly stop continuous irrigation and to early remove the catheter.

Initially, in our experience with bipolar resection operative time was longer compared to standard TURP, which could be due to the learning curve period. In both groups Post-Voidal Residual Urine (PVR) significantly decreased after treatment. PVR has traditionally been considered as an important parameter in the evaluation of patients with clinically evident BPH. Several guidelines on the management of BPH consider PVR as a recommended (14) or optional (15) test in the clinical evaluation of patient with BPH. Another advantage of bipolar versus monopolar electrocautery lays in the use of 0.9% sodium chloride solution for irrigation. Therefore the risk of TUR syndrome, resulting from the absorption of large amounts of irrigation fluid during prolonged procedures, is theoretically reduced (16).

Dunsmuir et al. (17) report about a randomized prospective study comparing bipolar electro vaporization of the prostate with the Gyrus device to the conventional TURP. After one year follow-up symptom scores, QoL, flow rates and post-voidal residual volumes were similar. They reported that re-catheterization was higher (30% vs 5%) in the bipolar vaporization group although the rate of postoperative clot evacuation was higher in the conventional TURP group. In the bipolar group the 3-year surgical
re-treatment-free rate was lower than in the monopolar (2 vs 10 patients).

Varharabis e al (18) reported on long-term morbidity in 577 patients with a minimum follow-up of 10 years. The total re-intervention rate was 6%, including 2.4% who required reoperation for bladder neck contracture, 1.9% for recurrent BPH obstruction, and 1.7% for urethral stricture. The annual rate of reoperation after minimal TURP is 2.5% and the reoperation rate at 8 year follow-up is 23% after minimal resection and 7% after TURP (11).

CONCLUSION
The main advantages of bipolar TURP is the use of saline as irrigation fluid, that eliminates the risk of Trans Urethral Resection Syndrome (TUR Syndrome) and the return current, reducing the risk of burns and the stimulation of nerves. In addition, the improved coupling of cut and coagulation may lead to less blood loss. Bipolar TURP has a comparable outcome to standard monopolar TURP at short and medium term in term of subjective and objective outcome measures. Its impact on bladder outlet function is also similar to that of monopolar TURP. Improvement in IPSS, Qol index, IIEF-5, Qmax and post-void residual urine volume were comparable in both group denoting similar efficacy of the devices. Furthermore, intraoperative blood loss, postoperative bleeding, time to catheterization, hospital-stay and the 3-year surgical re-treatment-free rate were significantly decreased with the use of the bipolar tool.
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